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To all whom it may core 7') : 
Be it known that i, AirT. iii. W. N. EiSON, a 

citizen of the United States, and a resident 
of Chicago, county of Cook, and State of 
Illinois, have invented certain new and use 
ful Improvements in Locomotive Furnace 
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Arches, of which the following is a specifi 
cation. 
My invention relates generally to improve 

ments in boiler furnaces, and has particular 
reference to improvements in refractory 
arches for use with locomotive furnaces 
equipped with arch supporting tubes. 
The general object of my invertion is to 

improve and simplify the constill ctic? of 
such arches to the end that tile; y ::: n be 
cheaply built, easily and quickly installed, 
and maintained in efficient working condi 
tion with little labor and expense. 
Another object of my invention is to pro 

vide a multiple brick arch for locomotive 
fire - boxes equipped with arch supporting 
tubes which shall require but a single form 
of brick for the entire arch; and a further 
object is to provide an arch which at the 
same time shall be easily adjustalle to con 
siderable variations in the Wilts of the 
fire-boxes, to irregularities in the spacing or 
arrangement of the arch supporting tiles, 
to irregularities in the spacing of the sile 
tubes from the side sheets, and to locomo 
tives equipped with any number of arch 
tubes. 
My invention consists generally in a loino 

motive fire-box having a group of arcll tubes 
longitudinally arranged therein and spaced 
throughout the width thereof, in combina 
tion with a plurality of identical brick, each 
brick resting at one end directly upon a tube, 
and a number together closing the space be 
tween the side sheets. 
My invention consists further in a loco 

motive fire-box having a group of longitudi 
nally extending arch tubes spaced through 
out the width thereof in combination with 
a refractory arch body arranged therein and 
closing the space between the side sheets, said 
arch body comprising a plurality of identi 
cal arch bricks, each brick resting upon a 
tube at one end and engaging the adjacent 
brick or side sheet with the other end. 
My invention consists further in the 

unique arrangement, construction, and com 
bination of parts whereby the objects named 

above and others which wilt arear herein 
after are attain:le. 

Ivy invention will le more readily uncle 1'- 
stood by reference to the acco anying 
drawing illustrating the referred form 
thereof and in whic 

Figure is a longiticial section of a 
locomotive fire-lov exipped with an arch 
embodying inly in Veiition: Fig. 2 is an en 
larged transverse section sistantially on 
the line 2-2 of Fig. 1; Figs, 3 and 4 are 
views similar to Fig.2 lit showing the arch 
in position in the furnaces of different 
widths and wherein the spaced relation of 
the arch tubes and the side sheets vary; Fig. 
5 is a sectional view illustrating ny arch 
arranged in a locomotive finace equied 
With four arch tubes; Fig. 6 is a perspective 
view of one of the unique lyricks of my arch. 
Fig. 7 is a bottom plane view of the brick 
shown in Fig. 6: Fig. 8 is a detailed view 
illustrating the modified form of arch rick: 
and Fig. 9 is a botton plane view of the brick 
shown in Fig. 8. 
The locomotives now in tise as well as 

those which are continually ring construct 
ed vary in size, form, and arrangeinent with 
the result that the furnaces thereof also as 
suine different shapes, sizes and proportions. 
Hence, in the practical designing of the loco 
motive furnace it is necessary, and desia': i.e., 
to space the arch tubes in some of the fur 
naces in a different manner than on others. 
For example, some of the wide" furnaces 
require a greater number of arch ties than 
he narrower frnace, aid in some inst: ''', 
in fi'inaces of the sane width. it is necessary 
to vary the saced relation of the tales and 
their relation to the site sheets. When 
equipping old locative 'aces with arch 
tubes, other' conditions ai'e asso encounterest 
which prevent any 'egiality in the spacect 
relation of the alcl; t lies. It will this ic 
seen that in pi'oviding lo'oniotive furnaces 
with arches, a gi'eat nihie" (; conditi: ) is 
must be met. I ain i \va 'e thi: ; ) (le 
been devised for installatio: into furnaces 
of varying sizes and shapes aid h; wing clif 
ferent nulle's of arch tubes. The 'ac 
tical arches hitherto devised, loweve', a 't 

: , 

composed of many diferently shaped bricks 
and many forms of bricks, i.e., a single a 'ch 
often requires a special arrangement or 
placing of these bricks within the arch itself. 
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Arches of such form are expensive to ln 
stall and maintain. One reason for expen 
sive maintenance lies in the fact that a 
many form arch greatly increases the bricks 
that must be carried in stock in the different 
repair shops. . 

I have devised a locomotive arch which 
is composed of but a single form of brick, 
which can be cheaply constructed and easily 
installed, and any portion of which can be 
removed without disturbing or breaking 
down the remainder of the arch. 
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The advantages of my arch will be more 
readily understood by reference to the draw 
ing wherein 2 represents the flue sheet of a 
locomotive furnace, 3-3 the side sheets, 4 
the rear sheet and 5 the crown sheet. The 
arch tubes 10 extend from the lower part 
of the flue sheet 2 to the upper part of the 
rear sheet 4, thus, occupying an inclined po 
sition well adapted for circulation of water 
from the front water leg 9 through the arch 
tubes and into the rear water leg 9'. As 
stated, the number of tubes in an arch is de 
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pendent in a measure upon thesize and type 
of the locomotivé, as well as other factors in 
locomotive construction. .. 
here shown is a front arch, I wish it to be 
understood that my arch is adapted for use, 
without material modification, as a rear 

: arch. t - 
Referring to Fig.2 which is a cross-sec 

tional view of the arch shown in Fig. 1, it 
will be seen that the tubes 10 are substan 
tially cqually spaced ons: the other and 
from the side'sheets 3. This is the preferred 
arrangement since it is adapted best to 
bricks of uniform size, but other conditions 
often prevent such spacing. For conven 
ience in description I shall refer to the two 
tubes nearest respective side sheets as the 
side tubes. The tubes 10 serve to support a 
plurality of refractory bricks. 12 which to 
gether serve to close the space between the 
side sheets and form an arch or baffle wall. 
These brick, it will be noted, are identical 
in construction. Each brick has a grooved 
portion 13 for engagement with an arch tube 
10. The brick is quite thick adjacent the 
end containing the groove and tapers gen 
erally to a somewhat reduced end portion 
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14. At the thicker end of the tube I provide 
an inclined face 15 which extends up and rear 
wardly from the groove 13. The length and 
the size of this brick may vary under certain 
conditions, but its length is usually slightly 
greater than the mean between all of the ya 
rious spaced relations of the arch tubes with 
one another aid of the spaced relation of the 
side tubes and the side sheets that are met in 
practice. I find that bricks of such size are 
admirably adapted to construct arches in 
tler all the conditions named. . 
As is well shown in Fig.2 certain of the 

: brick rest upon the side titbes of the group 

While the arch 
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and extend upwardly into engagement wit: 
the side sheet and others rest upon ti; a. iri. 
tubes and extend into engagement with the 
inclined portion 15 of the brick next a fl. 
jacent. It will be noted, therefore, that e:; in 7 
brick finds one of its supports directly upon 
the arch tube, and that the other d es 
tends therefrom in lever-like manner aid 
either abuts the side sheet or an incline stu 
face of the adjacent brick. I use tilese 
bricks quickly wedge firmly into place. 

In order that the danger of breaking the 
free end of the brick may be reduces i, pre 
fer slightly to round it as indicated at 6. 
For the sake of convenience I state in the 
bricks which rest upon the arch tubes and 
extend in ever-like manner into engagement 
with the adjacent, brick as the body of the 
a reh, and the brick whici extend hetween 
the side tubes 3rd side sheets as side logicks. 

in ords;" that the support of this: rick 
upon the arch tube may be increased and to 
the end that the likelihood of displacement 
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therefrom may be reduced, I may provide . 
lugs 17 which embrace a greater part of the 
arch tube than the remainder of the brick 
and present a rigid arch. The bricks oppose 
each other and therefore prevent any dise 
placement of the arch tubes. For some plar 
poses it is not it iss, y' to provide addi 
tional support upon the tules in the for in 
of lugs, in which case the brick may ibe trade 
as shown in Figs. 8 and 9, with simply a 
groove extending across tie over end of the 
brick. 
To lighten the irch I prefer to 'cess it as . 

indicated it is. Iy reference to Fig. 3 it 
will be seen that the sacre brick is adapted 
for use in an arch it which the side sheets 
are much closer to the side tubes than in the 
arch depicted in Fig. 2. Nor is special skill 
necessary in adapting ny, arch to the dif 
ferent furnaces as the bricks will of them. 

05 

selves find their proper position when once 
they are placed upon the tube. 
In Fig. 4 I have illustrated the arch ar 

ranged in a locomotive furnace in which the 
distance between the side tubes and the side 
sheets is much greater than that between the 
respective tubes, but, as is evident by ref 
erence to that figure, the same bricks serve 
admirably for use in such a furnace. 

In many of the arches hitherto devised, 
different forms of brick must be provided 
for every furnace having a different num 
ber of tubes. With my arch, however, a 
single brick form serves with any number of 
tubes which may be used. In Fig. 5 the 
arch is shown as applied to a four tube fur 
nace. . . . . . 
Another result that should be carefully 

avoided when providing a locomotive fur. 
nace with an arch is that the fire does not 
play upon the side sheet higher at one side 
than at the other and that the distances be 
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tween the grate and the arch are not greater 
at one side that at the other. This resuit is 
avoided in his' arch as both side sheets are 
exposed to the same extent aid the spaces 
between the grate and arch, cross-sectionally 
considered, are substantially the same 
throughout. From this detailed description it is be 
lieved that the objects and advantages of 
any lovei arch will be apparent to those 
skilled in the art, but since modifications 
will readily suggest, themselves, I do not de 
:: 'e to be limited to the exact construction 

in shown and described, except as may 
!e recessary by express limitations in the 
claims hereunto appended. 

i claim: . 1. In a locomotive fire-box the combina 
tion of a group of arch tubes, th: side tubes 
being spaced from the side sheets, bricks 
resting upon the side thes and ahutting 
the side sheets, an inclined wedged portion 
on each brick adjacent the tube supported 
end, and other identical bricks having one 
end supported on an arch tube and the other 
end resting upon and Supported by the in 
clined wedge portions of the adjacent bricks. 

2. in a locomotive furnace a group of 
spaced arch tubes in combination with a plurality of bricks forming a refractory fire 
arch, each rick supported at one end only 
upon an arch tube, and extending therefrom 
in lever-like imanner, and spanning the dis 
tance between adjacent tubes and having its 
other end resting upon an adjacent brick. 

3. In a locomotive furnace, the combina 
tion of a group of spaced arch tubes, with 
a plurality of identical bricks forming a 

8 
hafile wall in the furnace, each brick thereof 
resting at one end only upon an arch tube 
and spanning the space between adjacent 
tubes, and an upstanding inclined brick 
abutting portion on each brick at the tube 
supported end for coöperation with the end 
of the adjacent brick. - 4. In a locomotive furnace equipped with 
a group of longitudinally arranged and lat 
erally spaced arch tubes, a plurality of 
identical refractory bricks forming an arch 
therein, each brick resting at one end upon 
an arch tuhe and having an apstanding in 
clined portion at the tube supported end, 
the bricks supported upon the side tubes ex 
tending into wedging engagement with the 
side sheets of the furnace, and the other bricks extending into wedging engagement 
with and being supported upon the inclined 
portion of tlebrick next adjacent. 

5. In a locomotive furnace, a group of 
arch tubes of less width than the fire-box, 
in combination with a brick arch, arranged 
therein and composed of one brick form, 
each brick being supported at one end upon 
a tube and inaving a groove therein for com 
plementary engagement with the tube, and 
an inclined upstanding portion rising from 
the groove serving as a support for the end 
of the next adjacent brick. testimoy whereof, I have hereunto. 
set my hand, this 22nd day of September, 
1913, in the presence of two subscribing 
witnesses. ARTHUR W. NEILSON. 

Witnesses: 
M. SIMoN, 
John R. LEFEVRE. 
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